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1 Introduction

Quadratic unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO) refers to a class of optimization problems that have
been studied independently in different scientific areas such as optimization [see, e.g., 49], physics [see, e.g.,
5], and combinatorics [see, e.g., 25]. Formally, a QUBO model or problem is defined as finding the

min
x∈{0,1}n

xᵀQx+ cᵀx (1)

where Q ∈ Rn×n is a symmetric matrix, and c ∈ Rn. Note that since x2i = xi, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, one
can rewrite xᵀQx+ cᵀx = xᵀ(Q+ diag(c))x, where diag(c) is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements
are given by the entries of the vector c. Similarly, an equivalent representation of the QUBO problem (1)
that commonly appears in the optimization and physics literature is obtained when the binary feasible set of
the problem is defined using the values −1 and 1 (instead of 0 and 1); that is the feasible set of the problem
is given by x ∈ {−1, 1}n. The equivalence follows after applying the affine transformation x 7→ 2x − 1,
which maps {0, 1}n to {−1, 1}n. In this case, problem (1) is also referred to as the Ising model [see, e.g.,
6]. Further, it is clear that when minimization is replaced by maximization in (1), the resulting problem is
equivalent to a QUBO by simple taking the negative of the objective funtion.

The QUBO model (1) captures a wide range of integer and combinatorial optimization (COPT) problems;
that is, optimization problems where some or all of the decision variables are restricted to be integers [see,
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e.g., 46]. In particular, the max cut problem [see, e.g., 22] is a QUBO problem (see Section 2 for details).
Further, through reformulation techniques (see Section 2), that in particular involve the penalization of
potential constraints in the problem, other COPT problems are equivalent to a QUBO problem. This is the
case for well-known COPT problems such as the knapsack problem; the assignment and matching problems;
the set covering, set packing and set partitioning problems; the traveling salesman problem; the facility
location and network flow problems; among many others. It is worth to recall at this point that, in general,
COPT problems are NP-Hard [see, e.g., 35]; that is, there is no known polynomial-time algorithm that can
be used to solve them. Thus, QUBO models provide an alternative way to address the solution of these
COPT problems that arise in important applications in all areas of knowledge.

An important feature of using QUBO models to solve COPT problems is that although QUBO solution
methods are not tailored to exploit the structure of a particular class of COPT problems, the quality of
their solutions is in many cases as good or even better than the solutions obtained by the best specialized
methods, and are obtained with an efficiency that is comparable or even better than the efficiency of the
best specialized methods [36].

The first systematic treatments on methods and theory to solve QUBO problems date back to the 60s
with the work done by Hammer and Rudeanu [28], Ginsburgh and Peeterssen [19], and H. Kunzi and W.
Oettli [37]. In particular, Hammer’s work on the theory of quadratic programming with binary variables [see,
e.g, 27] and pseudo boolean optimization [see, e.g., 4, 26, 29] influenced significantly the future work done
on QUBO problems during the next decades.

Several methods have been proposed in the literature to solve QUBO problems with classical computers
(as opposed to quantum computing devices). For instance, different variations of branch and bound, or
branch and prune were part of the first attempts to succesfully solve QUBO problem instances [see, e.g.,
24, 49, 66]. Also, continuous or semidefinite optimization techniques, together with implicit enumeration and
cutting plane techniques, have been used to effectively solve QUBO problem instances [see, e.g., 30, 45, 48].
For most of the COPT problems of interest, the matrix Q in (1) obtained after reformulating the problem as
a QUBO is not positive semidefinite; that is, the objective in (1) is not convex. However, for some QUBO
problems arising in finance and project management [see, e.g., 44, 58], the matrix Q is positive semidefinite.
In that case, one of the best methodologies to solve the problem is to use a combination of branch and
bound and cut techniques, together with interior-point methods to solve the problem [see, e.g., 2]. When Q
is not positive semidefinite, there have been ongoing advances in algorithms to solve more general classes
of problems that encompass QUBO problems using a combination of non-linear and convex optimization
techniques [see, e.g., 3, 7]. Finally, it is important to mention that heuristics and meta heuristics have
also been used to find good approximate solutions when solving medium-large QUBO problem instances.
Algorithms like Tabu search, genetic algorithms and simulated annealing are a very common tools in this
category [see, e.g., 21, 64].

The recent development of quantum computing devices [see, e.g., 51] that take advantage of the quantum
mechanical properties of subatomic particles has created a renewed interest in QUBO reformulations of
COPT problems. This is due to the fact that both quantum annealing devices [see, e.g., 9, 17, 33, 40],
and algorithms (such as the quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA)) for gate-based quantum
computers [see, e.g., 15, 65] are able to address the solution of QUBO problems. This opens the door
to solve NP-Hard combinatorial optimization problems that can be reformulated as QUBO problems in
a fundamentally different way. Although it is not expected that quantum computing devices alone would
allow to solve this class of problems in polynomial time [51], there is a strong belief that a combination of
quantum computing devices and classical computing devices will provide, complexity and numerically wise,
exponential speed-ups in the solution time for these problems [see, e.g., 23, 50].

With this discussion about the relevance of obtaining QUBO reformulations of COPT problems at hand,
Section 2 will illustrate the basic techniques used to obtain the desired QUBO reformulations. Further,
Section 3 shows how QUBO reformulations of COPT problems can be improved, from a computational
point of view, in terms of the number of binary variables and the penalty parameters used to construct the
QUBO reformulations. These improvements are particularly relevant when solving these QUBO problems
on quantum computing devices, due to their current limitations on the size of the problems they can solve as
well as the noisy nature of the devices [see, e.g., 51]. The article finishes in Section 4, with a brief discussion
on some of the research avenues that are currently being explored to improve the capacity of quantum devices
to solve QUBO problems.
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In what follows, we will be focusing on the role of QUBO problems in quantum computing. For the
reader interested in further information about QUBO problems from a classical computing and optimization
point of view, we direct the reader to the excellent reference [53].

2 QUBO reformulations of COPT problems

As mentioned earlier, some COPT problems evidently belong to the class of QUBO problems. A very
representative problem with this property is the Ising model [see, e.g., 10]. That is, the Ising model is a
problem of the form (1), where xi ∈ {−1, 1} represents whether the spin i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is pointing up or down,
the matrix Q represents the coupling between pairs of spins, and the vector c represents the impact of an
external magnetic field on the spins. Since its inception, the Ising model has been used to address problems
arising in different physical systems (e.g., magnetism, lattice gas, spin glasses), as well as in neuroscience
and socio-economics. This also means that so-called Ising computers or machines [see, e.g., 32] can also be
used to address the solution of QUBO reformulations of COPT problems [42].

The analog of the Ising model in COPT is the well-known max cut problem; which is naturally formulated
as a QUBO problem. Namely, given a graph G(V,E), the max cut problem aims to find a set of vertices
S ∈ V , such that the number of edges between vertices in S and the complement of S (i.e., Sc) is maximized.
This problem can be formulated as the QUBO problem maxx∈{−1,1}n

1
4 (eᵀAe− xᵀAx), where xi = 1 (resp.

xi = −1) indicates that vertex i belongs to S (resp. belongs to Sc) for i = 1, . . . , n, A is the node to node
incidence matrix of the graph G(V,E), and e denotes the vector of all ones in the appropriate dimension.

Other COPT problems do not have a natural QUBO formulation. Typically, this is due to the problems
having constraints (beyond the binary constraints). However, in many cases, these constrained COPT
problems, such as the stable set problem or the knapsack problem, can be reformulated as a QUBO problem.
Here, reformulation means that the resulting QUBO problem should be equivalent to the original problems
both in terms of its objective and optimal solutions. This is formally stated below.

Definition 1 (QUBO reformulation). Let C be an instance of a COPT defined over a finite set X ⊂ Rn

and Q(C) be a QUBO model (that depends on the parameters of C) defined over {0, 1}n′ (or {−1, 1}n′). Then,
problem Q(C) is said to be a QUBO reformulation of C if there exists a (projection) map π : Rn′ → Rn such
that

1. If C is feasible, then x∗ is an optimal solution for C if and only if there exists an optimal solution y∗

for Q(C) such that π(y∗) = x∗.

2. If C is feasible, the optimal values of C and Q(C) are the same.

There is now a well established and general procedure to obtain QUBO reformulations of a wide range
of COPT problems. Namely, when given a pure binary, and linearly equality constrained COPT, penal-
ization methods can be used to embed the COPT problem’s constraints into its objective to obtain such
reformulation. For instance, given c ∈ Rn, b ∈ Rm, A ∈ Rm×n, consider the problem

min

{
n∑

i=1

cixi : Ax = b, x ∈ {0, 1}n
}

(2)

Then, the linear equality constraints Ax = b can be embedded in the objective by using the quadratic penalty
function C‖Ax− b‖2 where C > 0 is a penalty parameter. Specifically, if C is large enough, then the QUBO
problem

min
x∈{0,1}n

n∑

i=1

cixi + C‖Ax− b‖2, (3)

is a reformulation of the COPT (2). The value of C above can be more specifically characterized by stating
that (3) is a QUBO reformulation of the COPT (2) if C > cᵀe/min{‖Ax− b‖2 : Ax 6= b, x ∈ {0, 1}n}.

In practice however, it is desirable to take advantage of the particulars of the COPT in question to
obtain more constructive results. In particular, depending on how the QUBO reformulation and constraints’
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penalization is done, different penalty parameters may be needed, additional binary variables may need to
be added, and the binary length of the coefficients in the penalization functions may vary considerably. All
of these features have an impact on the efficiency with which any current quantum computing device solves
(or not) the proposed reformulations [54, 63]. Thus, there is now an interest not only in obtaining QUBO
reformulations of COPT problems so their solution can be addressed with quantum computers devices, but
also on obtaining efficient QUBO reformulations of these problems that are tailored to be more efficiently
used in quantum computing devices [see, e.g., 8, 13, 16, 31, 54, 61, 62]. To illustrate this line of research
work, this article considers some particular COPT problems. In this section, QUBO reformulations of these
problems are obtained. Then in Section 3 more efficient QUBO reformulations of three of these problems
are presented.

The first two examples are feasibility COPT problems (i.e., in which the objective function is the zero
function). When the COPT of interest is a feasibility problem that can be formulated using linear equality
constraints, the desired QUBO reformulation can be obtained using any positive penalty parameter to
penalize the constraints’ violations. This basically follows from the discussion following (3).

Example 1 (Number Partitioning Problem). Given a finite set S = {s1, . . . , sn} of positive integers,
the number partitioning problem aims to answer the question of whether there is a disjoint partition of
S = S1 ∪ S2 such that the sums of the numbers in S1 and S2 are equal [see, e.g., 40]. This problem can be
formulated as follows.

min
n∑

i=1

0xi

st.
n∑

i=1

sixi = 0

x ∈ {−1, 1},

(4)

where any feasible solution x ∈ {−1, 1}n of (4) corresponds to a desired partition by letting S1 = {si : xi =
1, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}, S2 = {si : xi = 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}.

Now, in order to solve the number partitioning problem by solving a QUBO problem, notice that for any
C > 0,

0 = min
x∈{−1,1}n

C

(
n∑

i=1

sixi

)2

, (5)

if and only if such partition exists. This follows by noticing that the right hand side of (5) is equal to zero
if and only if

∑n
i=1 sixi = 0. Moreover, any optimal solution x∗ of (5) corresponds to a desired partition by

letting S1 = {si : x∗i = 1, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}, S2 = {si : x∗i = 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. For further details see [40, 43].

Next, we discuss another feasibility COPT problem in detail.

Example 2 (Graph Isomorphism Problem). Given two graphs G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 = (V2, E2) such
that |V1| = |V2| and |E1| = |E2|, the graph ismorphism problem [see, e.g., 40] aims to answer if there is
a bijective map φ : V1 → V2 that satisfies the property (i, j) ∈ E1 if and only if (φ(i), φ(j)) ∈ E2. Such
maps are known as edge-invariant or edge-preserving mappings. If there exists a bijective edge-invariant
map φ : V1 → V2 between G1 and G2, the graphs are said to be isomorphic, and φ is an isomorphism of the
graphs. Determining if two graphs are isomorphic is a decision problem that belongs to NP, since we can
verify in polynomial time if a given map φ is an isomorphism. But, it is not known if it belongs to P nor if
it belongs to NP-complete. Mathematically, deciding if there exists an isomorphism between G1 and G2 is
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equivalent to solving the following optimization problem

min
∑

(i,u)∈(V1,V2)

0xiu

st.
∑

u∈V2

xiu = 1, for each i ∈ V1 (6a)

∑

i∈V1

xiu = 1, for each u ∈ V2 (6b)

xiuxjv = 0, for each (i, j) ∈ E1 and (u, v) /∈ E2 (6c)

xiuxjv = 0, for each (i, j) /∈ E1 and (u, v) ∈ E2 (6d)

x ∈ {0, 1}|V1|×|V2|. (6e)

Because every x ∈ {0, 1}|V1|×|V2| that is feasible for (6) corresponds to an isomorphism φx defined by φx(i) :=
u, where u is the unique vertex in V2 such that xiu = 1. The set of constraints (6a) and (6b) guarantee
that the map φx is bijective, whereas the set of constraints (6c) and (6d) force that edges in E1 are not sent
to non-edges in E2, and similarly, edges in E2 are not sent to non-edges in E1 (under φ−1x ), which is the
edge-preserving property.

Now, in order to decide if G1 and G2 are isomorphic by solving a QUBO problem, notice that for any
C1 > 0, C2 > 0, and C3 > 0,

0 = min
x∈{0,1}V1×V2

C1

∑

i∈V1

(∑

u∈V2

xiu − 1

)2

+ C2

∑

u∈V2

(∑

i∈V1

xiu − 1

)2

+ C3




∑

(i,j)∈E1

(u,v)/∈E2

xiuxjv +
∑

(i,j)/∈E1

(u,v)∈E2

xiuxjv




(7)

if and only if G1 and G2 are isomorphic. This follows from the fact that every optimal solution x∗ to (7)
would correspond to an isomorphism φx∗ defined in the same way as done so above for feasible solutions
of (6). For further details see [8].

For other COPT feasibility problems that can be formulated using linear equality constraints, the desired
QUBO reformulation can be obtained in a similar way (i.e., as in Example 1 and 2), using any positive penalty
parameter (to penalize the constraints’ violations). For example, consider the QUBO reformulations of the
exact cover problem [40], and some planning problems [56], to name a few.

Now, when a COPT problem formulation uses an objective, together with linear and nonlinear equality
constraints, the desired QUBO reformulation can be obtained using basic penalization techniques too [see,
e.g., 20].

Example 3 (Stable Set Problem). Let G(V,E) be a simple graph. A subset S ⊆ V is called an stable or
independent set if there is no edge in E between any pair of vertices in S. The stable set or independent set
problem asks to find a stable set S∗ of maximum size, and |S∗| is known as the stability number of G, which
is denoted by α(G). Let V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, then the stable set problem can be formulated as

α(G) = max

n∑

i=1

xi

st. xixj = 0, for each (i, j) ∈ E
x ∈ {0, 1}n,

(8)

where given an optimal solution x∗ of (8), the associated maximum stable set S∗ is defined by S∗ := {i ∈
V : x∗i = 1}. Now, to obtain a QUBO reformulation of the stable set problem (8), it is simple to set C ≥ n
and consider the QUBO

max
x∈{0,1}n

n∑

i=1

xi − C
∑

(i,j)∈E
xixj . (9)
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The fact that (9) is a QUBO reformulation of (8) follows from the fact that 1 ≤ α(G), and maxx∈{0,1}n eᵀx =
n. Thus, if an optimal solution x∗ of (9) violates any of the constraints xixj = 0, for each (i, j) ∈ E in (8),
then the objective of the QUBO (9) will be less than or equal to zero, which contradicts the optimality of x∗,
as x′ = (1, 0, . . . , 0) is feasible for (9) and has an objective value equal to 1. This means that x∗ must be
feasible for (8), which together with the fact that (9) is a relaxation of (8) shows the reformulation equivalence
between the two problems.

As shown in Example 6 later, it is well-known that it is enough for the penalty parameter C in (9) to
be greater than 1 with a bit more of analysis [see, e.g., 1, 43, 54], and that in fact, C can be set to equal 1
as long as a greedy post-processing algorithm is performed on the optimal solution x∗ of (9) (without the
post-processing algorithm the QUBO provides the stable set number, but not necessarily a stable set) [54] .

As illustrated in Example 3, a basic approach to finding QUBO reformulations of COPT problems might
lead to QUBO formulations that are equivalent to the COPT problem only when the penalty parameters are
greater than a large lower bound. For example, consider the QUBO reformulations for the maximum clique
problem [40], the traveling salesman problem [40, 43], and the minimax matching problem [40]. Moreover,
in some cases, the desired QUBO reformulation is only guaranteed to be obtained for an unknown large
enough value of the penalty parameter(s). For example, consider the QUBO reformulations of the job shop
scheduling problem [60], the de-conflicting optimal trajectories problem [59], the traveling salesman problem
with time windows [47], and some of the problems discussed in [20].

When a COPT is formulated with inequality constraints, the basic technique to obtain corresponding
QUBO reformulations is to add slack variables to turn inequality constraints into equality constraints and if
necessary, represent the slack variables using binary variables. Then, a QUBO reformulation of the inequality
constrained problem can be obtained using the technique illustrated in Example 3 for equality constrained
COPT problems.

Example 4 (The Knapsack Problem). Given n items, each of which has an associated profit ci ∈ Z++

and weight wi ∈ Z++ for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and a knapsack with weight capacity W ∈ Z++, where Z++ denotes
the set of positive integers; the aim of in the knapsack problem is to pack as many items as possible to
maximize the value of the packed knapsack. The knapsack problem can be formulated as

max
n∑

i=1

cixi

st.
n∑

i=1

wixi ≤W

x ∈ {0, 1}n.

(10)

After introducing a slack variable for the inequality constraint in (10) and representing the slack using binary
variables, problem (10) can be rewriting as follows

z∗ = max
n∑

i=1

cixi

st.

n∑

i=1

wixi =

W∑

k=1

kyk

W∑

k=1

yk = 1

x ∈ {0, 1}n, y ∈ {0, 1}W .

(11)

Then, for any penalty parameters C1 >
∑n

i=1 ci and C2 >
∑n

i=1 ci, the knapsack problem (11) can be
reformulated as the following QUBO problem

max f(x, y) :=
n∑

i=1

cixi − C1

(
n∑

i=1

wixi −
W∑

k=1

kyk

)2

− C2

(
1−

W∑

k=1

yk

)2

st. x ∈ {0, 1}n, y ∈ {0, 1}W .

(12)
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To see this, note that 0 ≤ z∗, and maxx∈{0,1}n eᵀc < min{C1, C2}. Thus, if an optimal solution (x∗, y∗) ∈
{0, 1}n+W of (12) violates any of the equality constraints in (11), then the objective of the QUBO (12) will
be less than zero, which contradicts the optimality of (x∗, y∗), as (x′, y′) = (0, . . . , 0) is feasible for (12) and
has an objective equal to zero. This means that (x∗, y∗) must be feasible for (11), which together with the
fact that (12) is a relaxation of (11) shows that the reformulation equivalence between the two problems [see
40, for further details].

The technique of introducing slack binary variables used in Example 4 has been used to obtain QUBO
reformulations of COPT problems with inequality constraints. For example, consider the maximum clique
QUBO reformulation provided in [40], and the inequality constrained COPT problems considered in [63].

3 Efficient QUBO formulations

As shown in the Section 2, QUBO reformulations of COPT problems can be obtained by making an ap-
propriate choice of the COPT formulation, using penalization techniques, and performing analysis on the
associated QUBO. However, the particular way in which this process is carried out, affects the value of the
penalty parameters, the objective coefficients, as well as the number of binary variables used to obtain the
desired QUBO reformulation. As mentioned earlier, in turn, these factors can substantially affect the ability
of quantum computing devices to efficiently solve the QUBO reformulation of a COPT problem. This effi-
ciency is key towards the goal of showing that quantum computing devices have the capacity to outperform
classical computers, a goal referred as quantum supremacy [see, e.g., 51]. For this reason, there is an interest
specially in the area of quantum computing to, beyond obtaining QUBO reformulations of COPT problems,
obtain efficient QUBO reformulations of these problems; that is, QUBO reformulations that are tailored to
be more efficiently used in quantum computing devices [see, e.g., 8, 13, 16, 31, 54, 61, 62]. Typically, this
is done by further exploiting the structure and nature of the COPT problem of interest, in order to obtain
QUBO reformulations using tighter penalty constants, tighter objective coefficients, and the least number
of binary variables. This type of work can be illustrated by revisiting some of the examples considered in
Section 2.

First, reconsider the graph isomorphism problem considered in Example 2.

Example 5 (Graph Isomorphism Problem (revisited)). Notice that if φ : V1 → V2 is a bijective map
with the edge-preserving property, it must hold true that deg(i) = deg(φ(i)), where deg(i) = |{j ∈ V1 :
(i, j) ∈ E1}| is the number of neighbors of the vertex i ∈ V1. Therefore, any feasible solution x for (6)
satisfies xiu = 0 for every (i, u) ∈ V1 × V2 such that deg(i) 6= deg(u). Thus, it suffices to only consider
pairs (i, u) ∈ V1 × V2 such that deg(i) = deg(u) [31]. Let S = {(i, u) ∈ V1 × V2 : deg(i) = deg(u)}, then,
problem (6) can be written as:

min
∑

(i,u)∈S
0xiu

st.
∑

u∈V2

(i,u)∈S

xiu = 1, for each i ∈ V1 (13a)

∑

i∈V1

(i,u)∈S

xiu = 1, for each u ∈ V2 (13b)

∑

ij∈E1


 ∑

(i,u)∈S


xiu

∑

(j,v)∈S
(1− ejv)xjv




 = 0 (13c)

x ∈ {0, 1}S , (13d)

where, for each (j, v) ∈ V2 × V2,

ejv =

{
1, if (j, v) ∈ E2

0, otherwise
.
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Notice that this is an improved formulation because the two sets of constraints (6c) and (6d) from (6) were
collapsed into the single constraint (13c). Similarly, the number of binary variables of problem (13) is |S|,
whereas in (6) the number is |V1 × V2|. For sparse graphs this represents a considerable decrease on the
number of binary variables used in the problem. However, there is a pre-processing cost to construct S and
the search method in S to build constraints (13a) and (13b) which needs to be taken into account (this cost
is a lower degree polynomial on |V1| and |E1|).

Now, taking advantage of (13), notice that given positive constants C1 > 0, C2 > 0 and C3 > 0, the graph
G1 is isomorphic to G2 if and only if

0 = min
x∈{0,1}S

C1

∑

i∈V1



∑

u∈V2

(i,u)∈S

xiu − 1




2

+ C2

∑

u∈V2



∑

i∈V1

(i,u)∈S

xiu − 1




2

+ C3E(x) (14)

where E(x) :=
∑

ij∈E1

(∑
(i,u)∈S

(
xiu
∑

(j,v)∈S(1− ejv)xjv

))
. Analogously to (7), every optimal solution x∗

for (14) corresponds to an isomorphism φx∗ defined by φx∗(i) = u, where u is the unique vertex in V1 such
that x∗iu = 1. Thus, (14) is a QUBO reformulation for (13). The QUBO (14) is more efficient than the
QUBO (7), as the former uses a lower number of binary variables. This is relevant given the small number
of qubits [see, e.g., 51] available in current and near-future quantum computing devices that are used to
represent binary variables. For further details see [31].

Additional reduction in the number of binary variables in (14) might be attained by looking in more detail

at the the pre-processing used to obtain the set S. If graph G2 has many edges, for instance if |E2| > n(n−1)
4 ,

then, there will be many non-zero terms in the left hand side of equation (13c). Therefore, to reduce the size
of the set S, one could instead solve problem (13) for the complement graphs Ḡ1 and Ḡ2, and decide if they
are isomorphic. This can be done because G1 is isomorphic to G2 if and only if Ḡ1 is isomorphic to Ḡ2, and
sometimes it is easier to solve the problem for the complement graphs.

Next, reconsider the stable set problem considered in Example 3.

Example 6 (Stable Set Problem (revisited)). In Example 3 it was shown that (9) is a reformulation
of the stable set problem for any penalty parameter C > n (where n is the number of vertices in the graph
of interest). A bit more of analysis shows that in fact, it is enough for the penalty parameter to satisfy
C > 1 [see, e.g., 1, 43, 54]. Loosely speaking, this follows from the fact that if an optimal solution x∗ of (9)
is not feasible for (8), then there are edges in E between some of the vertices in S∗ = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : x∗i = 1}.
The penalty for having one of these edges is C > 1, while the benefit is adding exactly 1 to the term eᵀx∗ in
the objective of the QUBO. Thus, the overall benefit of having edges between the vertices in S∗ is negative
(i.e., at most 1−C < 0 for every edge). As a result, even with C > 1, problem (9) is a QUBO reformulation
of the stable set problem (8) [see, e.g., 1, 54, for a formal proof]. This same idea basically shows that when
C = 1, problem (9) will return the stable number of the graph. However, S∗ = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : x∗i = 1}
might not be a stable set, as in this case, the benefit (trade-off) of having an infeasible solution might be zero.
As shown in [54], this can be fixed by greedily removing vertices from the set S∗ that have edges in E with
other vertices in S∗.

The fact that with C = 1, problem (9) is a reformulation of the stable set problem is very useful for
quantum computing devices as this means that all the coefficients in the objective of the QUBO problem
belong to the set {−1, 1}. This is key for the performance of quantum computing devices as their limited size
and noisy behavior means that to obtain good practical results, it is better for these coefficients to be integer
and in a small range [see, e.g., 63].

Now, reconsider the knapsack problem discussed in Example 4

Example 7 (The Knapsack Problem (revisited)). Notice that one can go from the inequality constrained
formulation of the knapsack problem (10) to an equality constrained formulation of the knapsack in a slightly
different way than the one done in (11) that was exploited to obtain the QUBO reformulation (12) in [40].
Namely, one can alternatively formulate (10) as max{cᵀx : wᵀx = eᵀy, (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}n+W }. Given this, an
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analogous argument to the one used in Example 4 shows that for any C > eᵀc the QUBO problem

max
(x,y)∈{0,1}n+W

cᵀx− C
(
wᵀx−

W∑

k=1

yk

)2

(15)

is a reformulation of the knapsack problem. Further analysis of the QUBO (15) (that does not apply to the
QUBO (12)) shows that the penalty parameter in (15) can be tightened to be C = max{ci : i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} [see
55, for details]. The QUBO (15) is more efficient than QUBO (12), as the tightening of the penalty parame-
ter C and the elimination of the constants k, for k = 1, . . . ,W in (12), means that the range of the coefficients
of the QUBO (15) is tighter than the range of the coefficients in the QUBO (12). More specifically, note that
in (15) the coefficients of yk, k = 1, . . . ,W (inside the parenthesis) are all equal to one; wheres in (12), the
coefficient of yk (inside the first parenthesis) is k for k = 1, . . . ,W . Thus, as W increases, the binary input
length of the coefficients of the penalty function in (12) goes to infinity. As mentioned earlier, this is relevant
since the binary input length that current quantum computing devices can handle is very limited [see, e.g.,
63].

The QUBO (15) can be made more efficient in terms of number of slack binary (y) variables added.

This can be done by representing the term
∑W

k=1 yk in QUBO (15) using its binary representation. That is,
QUBO (15) is equivalent to the following QUBO problem

max
x∈{0,1}n,y∈{0,1}M+1

n∑

i=1

cixi − C
(

n∑

i=1

wixi −
M−1∑

k=0

2kyk −
(
W + 1− 2M

)
y
M

)2

, (16)

where M = blogW c [see, e.g., 12, 55]. This formulation for the knapsack problem is well-known and has
been used in the literature [see, e.g., 12], although in this work, the penalty C ≥ eᵀc is used instead of the
tighter one discussed above C = max{ci : i = 1, . . . , n}.

Examples 5, 6, and 7 illustrate how to obtain more efficient QUBO reformulations of COPT problems, so
that current and near-future quantum computing devices can be better used to address the solution of COPT
problems. Similar work has been done for a wealth of COPT problems. For example, consider the work on
the max-k-cut problem [13], the maximum k-colorable subgraph problem [54], different tree related COPT
problems [16], the graph isomorphism problem [31], the knapsack problem [55], and COPT problems with
a fourth degree objective [61], to name a few. Using different numerical experiments in different quantum
computing devices, these articles show the positive effect that the improved QUBO reformulations have on
the capacity of quantum computing devices to address the solution of COPT problems.

4 Ongoing Work

It has been shown that having efficient QUBO formulations of different COPT problems is a key step if
algorithms like QAOA or quantum annealing will be used to solve COPT problems in quantum computing
devices [see, e.g., 13, 54, 62]. The approach highlighted through the article to obtain such efficient QUBO
reformulations is problem centric; that is, every COPT problem is addressed in a way that is particular to
the problem. In contrast with this approach, several ideas [see, e.g., 18, 25] have been proposed with the
aim to create a general framework to obtain practical QUBO reformulations that do not exploit directly any
structure of the original COPT, but instead try to compute, in general, tractable penalty parameters for
QUBO reformulations of large-scale COPT instances. Mostly, these ideas apply only to equality constrained
COPT problems, and do not scale well when there are inequality constraints, since in order to use them, many
binary variables (to model slack variables) and probably large penalty parameters need to be introduced.
In [62], the authors try to deal with this problem by partitioning and restricting the feasible domain of the
slack variables that need to be added, which allows the use of parallel computing techniques to simultaneously
explore the different domains and solve the corresponding QUBOs. This is a topic that still needs to be
carefully addressed and could unveil a rich mathematical theory and connections between different areas.

For liner inequality constrained COPT problems, an avenue that is being explored is not only to penalize
the quadratic violation of the inequality constraint (after adding adequate slack variables), but also to
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penalize the linear violation of the inequality constraint. This approach can be described as constructing the
QUBO reformulation using an augmented Lagrangian [see, e.g., 57] approach. Theoretically, this approach
has been considered in [55], and numerically explored in [38, 67].

Now, the idea of effective QUBO reformulation explored in this article might not necessarily be the
same for every quantum or classical method to solve COPT problems. For instance, another approach
to get effective QUBO reformulations comes from considering a relaxation of the cannonical semidefinite
relaxation of the Ising model, and then using Gibbs sampling and suitable matrix exponents updates to
obtain approximate solutions of the original problem up to a certain additive factor [5]. This factor depends
on the binary input length of the QUBO matrix, its sparsity, and the desired accuracy of the solution. A
similar approach [52, Ch. 7] tries to find a suitable quadratic convex relaxation of the QUBO model whose
optimal value is close to that of the QUBO by solving the dual of the cannonical semidefinite relaxation of
the proposed QUBO reformulation.

See also

• Augmented Lagrangian methods

• Combinatorial optimization

• Combinatorial test problems and problem generators

• Computational complexity theory

• Graph coloring

• Heuristics for maximum clique and independent set

• Integer programming

• Integer programming, branch and bound methods

• Max cut problem

• NP-complete problems and proof methodology

• Quadratic integer programming

• Quantum aproximate optimization algorithm

• Simulated annealing
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